I n preparing this journal issue, we were privileged to have an opportunity to work closely with a group of professionals working together during the implementation and integration of prospecti ve payment and Outcomes Assessment and Information Set (OASIS) into home care. When this article was in development, time was scarce, but then, isn't time always scarce in home care organizations? During these days and weeks of increased stress and demands on everyone's schedules, it remains important to take time to work collaboratively to make the industry stronger. It is also important to remember the basic techniques of time management and prioritization.
As you work on keeping up with the pace, remember to recognize and celebrate the accomplishments and to reflect on how far the organization has come rather then how far it must continue to go. I am reminded of a favorite story about ''The Perfect Tree." This tree grows in the center of a perfect garden seen from the window in front of the Maharajah's throne. Now unknown to the Maharajah, his tree is kept "perfect" because of the team of gardeners that works at night unseen by the Maharajah's eyes. Don't we all wish that we had that same team of hidden gardeners? We could use them to work down our list of "to dos" and "priorities" that we keep on the comer of our desks. Now, some days it seems that we never get to actually take care of any of these things on our list, but rather we "put out fires," respond to crises, and listen to our staff s concerns and stresses. Then we look up and the regular day is over, and we are still left with our lists and our priorities. This was often the case when I worked as an administrator/ chief executive officer. My day would be filled with assisting others to deal with their priorities and mentoring and coaching them in the development of management and supervisory skills.
It was at the end of these busy days that I would reflect on the story of ''The Perfect Tree" and yearn for those magical gardeners to appear and take care of my list and my priorities. But alas, there are no magical gardeners and, even in the story, the winds come up during the day and the tree loses its limbs and the Maharajah becomes distressed at the lack of perfection. The stress of this imperfect tree within his kingdom is too much for the Maharajah to accept, and the story goes through the seasons with perfect trees being recreated on a silken screen. But in fact, as these trees no longer represent the true garden and seasons outside behind the screen, the Maharajah becomes more and more distressed at the imperfection and stress.
Don't we find this happening within our organizations over and over? We are not able to call on an artist to paint a perfect scene for us to gaze on, and, even if we were able to do so, we would learn, just as the Maharajah of this perfect kingdom learned, that the perfection is only for the moment. Within our kingdoms change is occurring and spinning around us like the seasons themselves.
The lesson learned by this Maharajah is one taught by a young serving girl; she is wise beyond her years, because she understands that perfection is but a moment in time and that this perfection cannot change and grow and in fact is without life's vital essence. Just as the Maharajah learns in the story, we too must learn this important lesson: Perfection means the end of changing, growing, and learning. Would we really choose this stagnancy for our industry? I would propose that, in fact, given the choice of perfection and stagnancy or change and vibrancy, the leaders of home care would choose change and vibrancy.
Take time today to make one more list. This is an important list. It's the list of celebration of accomplish-264 HOME HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT & PRACTICE / June2001 ments of your organization. You and your staff have come far in this world of health care delivery. You have integrated and implemented OASIS; you have submitted outcome data and received your first set of management reports. You have integrated these into your performance improvement programs. You have undergone a total revamping of your reimbursement system, and you are still providing quality care to the patients and families in need of your services. This is the generic list. You have more specifics for your total organization and for specific programs and services within your organization. Add these to the list above and have a celebration of accomplishments and a look forward to the future party. Share and celebrate as you continue growing, changing, and leading home health through these exciting times. Create and develop your organization's stories for future generations, and take these stories from the oral tradition to the written tradition through recording them. The written word is more durable and lasting. Consider submitting these stories for a future issue of this journal. Now let's look at the stories presented here by this group of authors for sharing with the health care community. A special thank you for these author's contributions.
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